ARTIST BIO

Dyan Garris is a multiple award nominated New Age recording artist, a
visionary mystic, voice recognition psychic, and trance channel medium
who reads from the Akashic Records. A pioneer in the field of energy
integration and healing, she has helped thousands of people move forward
by teaching them to use their innate intuition and to connect with and
harness the power contained in their chakras.
Her chakra balance certification course is double accredited and is approved
as 50 hours of continuing education through NCBTMB. She has created a
“Spiritual Toolbox” of products that are designed to work together for
multi-dimensional, integrative healing. These include a multiple award
nominated CD series with many #1 charting songs. Her music and
meditation CDs were independently tested and have earned “The National
Health and Wellness Stamp of Approval.”
Garris is also the author and artist of Voice of the Angels – A Healing Journey Spiritual Cards – the first
deck of angel cards with channeled messages, plus accompanying music, journal, and guided meditation
the angel cards are based upon – and several books, including the best-selling, award winning finalists
Money and Manifesting and Money and Manifesting II.
Garris’ new oracle decks Song of OM (all cards in the deck based upon song titles from her music series),
The Integration Cards, and Oracle of Tea were released in 2016, and are available as online readings
including animated “3D experience” readings that include music.
Her new CD, Mystic’s Nine, will also be released in 2016 and her relaxation album, Orenda: Breath of
Angels will be released in 2017.
But you want the MUSIC bio. . .
Dyan Garris started playing the piano when she was four years old. Her mother bought a baby grand
piano and soon thereafter brought in a piano teacher. The piano teacher was an interesting choice because
he was totally blind.
At the first lesson Dyan asked him how he was going to teach her to play the piano since he could not
see, and she asked him to take off his glasses so she could see his eyes. He obliged. They were beautiful
blue and they were definitely blind. But even then through those obscured windows, she saw his soul.
He was brilliant. And he said to her, “Child, we do not need to be able to ‘see’ to play this instrument.
We only need to be able to feel the music. Music is not about seeing. It’s about feeling.” With that, he
took her hands and placed them atop of his and they played the most wonderful, beautiful music.
Garris is a classically trained pianist, and along with continual piano lessons from that time on, she went
on to also take up the violin. She became first chair, first violin throughout high school orchestra and
still loves the way the two instruments blend so nicely together in perfect harmony.
Author/Artist website: DyanGarris.com and FreeAngelCardReadings.com

LINER NOTES FROM MYSTIC’S NINE
The mystical number 9. . .
Every album tells its own unique story in its own special way, just like a book. As well,
music connects us to ourselves and to one another on an emotional body level like
nothing else can. If we are listening, if we are feeling, everything speaks.
Mystic’s Nine was several years in the making. In 2010, having finished the 12 CD
series of music & meditation for vibrational attunement of mind, body, and spirit, & the
creation of several other spiritual tools focused on helping humanity move forth in these
challenging times, my thoughts and feelings were then guided in the direction of
breaking out of that particular parameter; a reclaiming of my musical self, or perhaps all
of my “selves” that had been previously focused elsewhere.
I am a classically trained pianist (and violinist) & longed to connect more freely in this
regard with the music that resides in my soul. So with excitement I began the new
journey. But, Spirit has its own ideas about timing, & it was not to be. In 2012 my
husband had his first stroke. And more. Over the course of the next 4 years, life as we
knew it was forever & irrevocably altered in every way. But through it all, we learned,
grew, loved each other even more & completed with grace our earthly lifetime together.
The human body & spirit are way more resilient than we may even realize. Our capacity
for love is utterly boundless. And in every moment we have a choice to bring joy and
laughter into our lives no matter what the situation.
Mystic’s Nine is a chapter in a book, a small piece of an Akashic Record. Thank you for
allowing me to share it with you now. It is decidedly uptempo. It is unbridled freedom.
It is joy. It is triumph and victory over all adversity. More than anything, it is LOVE. It
is my hope that you feel that and take it in, like a big, deep breath of fresh air, into your
own spirit. ~ With love, joy, blessings, and immense gratitude to you ~ Dyan

GUEST ARTISTS & CREDITS ~ Mystic’s Nine
All songs and lyrics written by DYAN GARRIS except as noted below. Dyan Garris, keyboard
performance on all songs.
GUEST ARTISTS:
JOE BAUER, drum performance on Mystic’s 9, Cloud 9, East on 9th.
SCOTT SCHAEFER, flute performance on Mystic Sea. Recorded by John Mahoney at RavenPheat
Studio, Phoenix, AZ

AMBER NORGAARD, vocal performance on Muse’s Gift. Initially recorded by John Gray at Jungle
Studios, Phoenix, AZ. Initial sound engineering, John Gray. Re-recording, additional sound engineering
& final mixing, Hayden Hodge & Gary Nieman, Mattlind Recording Studio, Tucson, AZ.
JEFF OSTER, flugelhorn & trumpet performance on Mystical. Written and performed by Dyan Garris &
Jeff Oster. Jeff Oster performance recorded by Tom Eaton at Imaginary Road Studios, Brattleboro, VT.
Sound engineering & final mixing by Hayden Hodge, Mattlind Recording Studio, Tucson, AZ
WILL CLIPMAN, percussion on Mystic Kiss. Recorded by John Mahoney at RavenPheat Studio,
Phoenix, AZ. Sound engineering & final mixing by Hayden Hodge, Mattlind Recording Studio, Tucson,
AZ
MICHAEL G. RONSTADT, cello Heaven’s Gate & The Mist. Sound engineering & final mixing by Hayden
Hodge, Mattlind Recording Studio, Tucson, AZ
AMBER NORGAARD & MARGO JOY, vocal performances on The Mist. Amber Norgaard recorded by
Gary Nieman & Hayden Hodge at Mattlind Recording Studio, Tucson, AZ. Margo Joy recorded by
David Nizri at Nizri Studio, Ft. Lauderdale, FL. Final sound engineering & mixing, Hayden Hodge,
Mattlind Recording Studio, Tucson, AZ
PETER STERLING, harp performance on Muse’s Gift & Aquamarine.
Sound engineering & final mixing by Hayden Hodge, Mattlind Recording Studio,Tucson, AZ Initial
editing and engineering: Charles Dorman, The Saltmine Studio Oasis, Mesa, AZ & John Gray, Jungle
Studios, Phoenix, AZ Additional & final mixing, sound engineering, track engineering, & mastering:
Hayden Hodge & Gary Nieman, Mattlind Mastering and Recording, Tucson, AZ
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